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IAR Embedded Workbench: Help,
troubleshooting and more Hey folks

I'm new and trying to learn more
about embedded c programming. I

have a problem with the iar
embedded workbench. After

unpacking the sources and reading
all the info, I still get a fatal error
when I try to compile and debug.

I'm sure I'm doing something
fundamentally wrong and would
like some help getting my stuff

running. You have to download the
iar directory somewhere on your
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computer and put the iar directory
somewhere on your target board

(You probably need the arm7tdmi
directory). Open the iar directory
and copy all of the files into the
same directory on your target

board. Search the directory for a
directory called "Workbench".

Inside there is a directory called
"c\html" with a file called

"index.htm" that you will change
with this site, and the program.

Instead of the link provided in the
index.htm file, you want to link to

the latest source for your
architecture. You want the text that
is "#include " to be changed to the
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"architecture" you are programming
for. The rest should work fine.

Instead of linking to the
"ARM7TLV" directory that I

posted on this site, you want to link
to the "GCC" directory for the

architecture you are coding for. I'm
not sure how to link the GCRoot, as
I don't have a seperate directory like

that. *** For more help on the
embedded workbench, look at the
"problem" forum . into to install it

the "software using the board
manual" is preinstalled, not to

worry after getting the files
(translations, gcroot, buildroot, etc.)
go in and follow the instructions on
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the forum "insides to iar embedded
workbench" This site will be

worked on by the community.
Screw the above, just figure out

how to get it to work. cheers You
are right, the thread has been
forgotten by many and is not

available in google search, anyway
i followed the instructions given by

you and i have installed the
workbench, now what's next? And
how can I build a project if it's not
in workbench directory? Hello, Hi,
I am going to be very frank, I was a
newbie to embedded 3e33713323
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